We prove that the arboreal Galois representation attached to a large class of quadratic polynomials defined over a field of rational functions kptq in characteristic zero has finite index in the full automorphism group of the associated preimage tree. Moreover, we show that in most cases, the index is bounded independently of the polynomial.
When attempting to understand the Galois behavior of a family of polynomials over a number field, it is often informative to view the coefficients of these polynomials as indeterminates and study the corresponding Galois groups over the field of rational functions. This is helpful since Hilbert's irreducibility theorem implies that outside of a thin set, the Galois groups of the specialized polynomials are the same as those in the indeterminate case. Hence, by studying Galois groups over function fields, one has a handle on the generic situation over a number field. We apply this heuristic to the arboreal representations in quadratic dynamics.
Let us fix some notation. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, let K " K 0 :" kptq be the field of rational functions in one variable over k, and let R :" krts be the polynomial ring. For a P K, define hpaq :" degpaq to be the logarithmic height of a rational function. We use the language of heights since we expect our statements, such as those in Theorem 1, to hold over number fields.
To define the relevant dynamical Galois groups, let φ P Rrxs be a monic quadratic polynomial, and let φ n be the n th iterate of φ. We assume that φ n is a separable polynomial for all n ě 1, so that the set T n pφq of roots of φ, φ 2 , . . . , φ n together with 0, carries a natural binary rooted tree structure: α, β P T n pφq share an edge if and only if φpαq " β or φpβq " α. Furthermore, let K n :" KpT n pφqq and G n pφq :" GalpK n {Kq. Finally, we set
T n pφq and G 8 pφq " lim Ð Ý G n pφq.
Since φ is a polynomial with coefficients in K, it follows that G n pφq acts via graph automorphisms on T n pφq. Hence, we have injections G n pφq ãÑ AutpT n pφqq and G 8 pφq ãÑ AutpT 8 pφqq called the arboreal representations associated to φ. A major problem in dynamical Galois theory, especially over global fields, is to understand the size of G 8 pφq in AutpT 8 pφqq. We prove that if K is a field of rational functions in characteristic zero, then G 8 pφq is a finite index subgroup for many choices of φ, including the family of quadratic polynomials φ f pxq " x 2`f ptq for non-constant f ; see Corollary 2 below. Moreover, we show that in the generic case, the index bound does not depend on the polynomial.
To do this, we relate the size of the relative extensions K n {K n´1 to the rational points on some curves defined by iteration. From there we use height bounds for rational points on Thue equations [13] over function fields to bound n. The key assumption, which allows us to parametrize Galois behavior in terms of rational points, is that φ have the following stability condition. Definition 1. We say that φ is stable if all iterates of φ are irreducible polynomials. This is a mild assumption which can be checked effectively; see Proposition 1 below. In addition to stability, we have the following definitions which also prove decisive when studying the Galois theory of iterates. Definition 2. Let φpxq " px´γq 2`c P Rrxs. Then we set hpφq :" maxthpγq, hpcqu and call hpφq the height of φ.
Definition 3. We say that φ " px´γq 2`c P Rrxs is post-critically finite if the critical orbit O φ pγq :" tφpγq, φ 2 pγq, . . . u is a finite set and post-critically infinite otherwise.
Definition 4. We say that φ is isotrivial if there exists g P AutpA 1 q such that φ g :" g˝φ˝g´1 is defined over k (i.e. hpφ g q " 0).
With the relevant background material and definitions in place, we prove a finite index theorem, with uniformity for a large class of examples, in quadratic dynamics over K. 
Theorem 1 (Finite Index Theorem
Note that V is an F 2 rG n´1 pφqs-module. Since G n´1 pφq is a 2-group, it follows that V G n´1 pφq ‰ 0 if and only if V ‰ 0. However, δ i "´4¨pc´β i q and G n´1 pφq acts transitively on X n´1 . Hence G n´1 pφq acts transitively on the δ i 's also. Therefore, K n {K n´1 is not maximal (i.e. V ‰ 0) if and only if p1, 1, . . . 1q P V . Moreover, we have that p1, 1, . . . , 1q P V is precisely the statement that
by definition of V in (2) . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
We return to the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that K n {K n´1 is not maximal. We bound n according to those cases specified above. Since φ is stable, Lemma 1 implies that φ n pγq is a square in K n´1 . If we write φ n pγq " d n¨y 2 n for some y n , d n P R such that d n is a unit or a square-free polynomial, then the primes dividing d n must ramify in K n´1 .
On the other hand, by [10, Corollary 2, p.159] and [12, Proposition 7.9], we see that the primes which ramify in K n´1 must divide the discriminant of φ n´1 . Let ∆ m be the discriminant of φ m . Then we have the following formula, given in [7, Lemma 2.6]:
In particular, if d n is not a unit, then d n " ś p i for some primes p i P R such that p iˇφ m i pγq and 1 ď m i ď n´1. On the other hand, since p iˇφ m i pγq and p iˇφ n pγq, it follows that p iˇφ n´m i p0q. To see this, note that
In particular, we have the refinement,
Moreover, it follows that
is a point on the elliptic curve E pdnq φ (each n yielding a quadratic twist of a fixed curve E φ ) defined by the equation
Indeed, E pdnq φ is non-singular since φ is irreducible. Our goal is to use height bounds on rational points on curves defined over function fields to obtain a bound on n. To do this, we need some elementary estimates for the heights of points in O φ pγq and O φ p0q, stated in the following lemma. Remark 1. The arithmetic of curves defined by iteration, such as those in (6) , are studied in some detail over number fields and finite fields in [5] and [4] . 
Proof. Suppose that hpγq ‰ hpcq. Clearly, φpγq " c ď hpφq by definition of hpφq. On the other hand, we see that 
We return to the proof of Theorem 1 and use [9, Theorem 6] applied to the the curve (6) and the point (5) to obtain the bound
Here h K 1 denotes the logrithmic height associated to the function field K 1 and h K 1`E pdnq φ˘i s the maximum height (relative to K 1 ) of the coefficients of d n¨p X´cq¨φpXq; see the introduction of [13] for the relevant background. Moreover, g K 1 and r K 1 denote the genus and number of infinite places of K 1 respectively.
In particular, [13, Lemma H] and (4) together imply that
We are ready to use the height bounds in Lemma 2. Part (1). If hpγq ‰ hpcq, then part 1 of Lemma 2 implies that
Note that since hpγq ‰ hpcq, we have that hpφq ‰ 0. In particular, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, if K n {K n´1 is not maximal and hpγq ‰ hpcq, then
Hence n ď 16. As for the index bound, it suffices to show that log 2 | AutpT n pφqq : G n pφq| ď 2 16´1 7 for all n ě 17. To do this, note that 
since in particular n´1 ą ρ φ . From here, we obtain the bound
However, this forces n ď 2¨log 2´7 8¨h
, which contradicts our assumption on n. Part (3). Finally, assume that hpγ´cq " 0. It follows that φ n pγq " c`c n for some constant functions c n P k. In particular, hpφ n pγqq " hpγq " hpcq ą 0 for all n ě 1. Since O φ pγq is infinite, φ m pγq ‰ φ n pγq for all n ‰ m. Equivalently, c n ‰ c m for all n ‰ m. Therefore,
Now, suppose that K n {K n´1 is not maximal and write φ n pγq " d n¨y 2 n as above. Then (4) and (10) together imply that d n must be constant. In particular, since hpφ n q ą 0, we see that hpy n q ą 0. Hence the discriminant disc t pφ n pγqq " 0. Let ppsq :" disc t pcptq`sq P krss. One checks that degppq " hpcq´1 " hpγq´1. However, we have shown that if K n {K n´1 is not maximal, then ppc n q " 0. Hence,
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 3. Richard Pink has pointed out to me how to improve the bound in part 3 of Theorem 1 using the following argument: consistent with the setup in [11] , let f pxq " x 2`a P krxs be a post-critically infinite polynomial. For any transcendental s P kptq, let G kptq,s denote the inverse limit of the Galois groups over kptq of f n pxq´s. It was shown in [11, Theorem 4.8.1] that G kpsq,s -AutpT 8 q. Now set d :" |kptq : kpsq| and let e " ord 2 pdq be the maximal exponent of 2 in d. Then G kptq,s is a subgroup of G kpsq,s -AutpT 8 q of index at most 2 e . In our situation, apply the transformation x Ñ x`γ to φ and take s " γ so that G 8 pφq " G kptq,s .
We note how Theorem 1 is also useful when studying the Galois theory of certain non-stable polynomials in kptqrxs (not necessarily polynomial coefficients). To see this, we fix some notation. Given φpxq " px´γq 2`c P Rrxs and any rational function f P kptq, define φ f pxq :"`x´γpf q˘2`cpf q.
With this definition in place, Tom Tucker has pointed out the following corollary of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1.
Let φpxq " px´γq 2`c P Rrxs satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and let f P kptq be non-constant. Then | AutpT 8 q : G 8 pφ f q| is finite. In particular, the number of irreducible factors of φ n f is bounded independently of n. Proof. We apply Theorem 1 to the rational function field K 0 :" kpf q -kptq, obtaining index bounds for the arboreal representation over the ground field kpf q. We then use the fact that the degree of the extension kptq{kpf q is equal to hpf q. In particular, one sees that
with | AutpT 8 q : G 8 pφq| bounded as in Theorem 1.
As an example of how to apply Corollary 1, let φpxq " px´t
. One can use Proposition 1 below to prove that φ is stable. In particular, Corollary 1 implies that G 8 pφ 1{t 2 q has finite index in AutpT 8 q, even though φ 1{t 2`x˘"´x`t 6´t5´1 t 6¯¨´x`t 6`t5´1 t 6ī s reducible. This illustrates how one can circumvent stability.
However, in the special family φ f pxq " x 2`f ptq, one can do better than the index bound given in the proof of Corollary 1, which will grow with the degree of f . Corollary 2. Let f P R be a non-constant polynomial such that´f is not a square, and let φ f pxq " x 2`f . Then the uniform index bound in part 1 of Theorem 1 holds for G 8 pφ f q.
Proof. Since the critical point γ " 0 and f is non-constant (hence hpf q ‰ hpγq as in part 1 of the theorem), it suffices to check that φ f is stable to apply Theorem 1. However, by [7, Proposition 4.2] , it suffices to show that the adjusted critical orbit t´φ f p0q, φ 2 f p0q, φ 3 f p0q, . . . u contains no perfect squares. By assumption,´φ f p0q "´f is not a square. On the other hand, suppose that
for some polynomial g P R and some n ě 2. Hence, g 2 " f 2¨h2`f " f¨pf¨h 2`1 q for some h P R. Since, f and f¨h 2`1 are coprime and R is a UFD, it follows that f " s 2 and f¨h 2`1 " t 2 for some s, t P R. In particular, 1 " pt´h¨sqpt`h¨sq and both t´h¨s and t`h¨s must be constant. Hence, 2h¨s " pt`h¨f q´pt´h¨f q must be constant. This is impossible, since f (and hence s) is assumed to be non-constant.
Remark 4. Consistent with the notation in [5, Theorem 1.1], we have proven that S pnq pRq " ∅ for all n ě 17. This answers a question, posed at the end of [5] for number fields, in the rational function field setting.
We now use height bounds for rational points on curves to show how to effectively determine if a non-isotrivial polynomial is stable, crucial if one wishes to bound the index of the arboreal representation. Proof. By [7, Proposition 4.2] , it suffices to show that the set t´φ f p0q, φ 2 f p0q, φ 3 f p0q, . . . u contains no squares, to ensure that φ is stable. It is our goal to use height bound arguments, similar to those in Theorem 1, to bound to the largest iterate one must check.
If φ n pγq " y 2 n for some n ě 2, theǹ
Moreover, E φ is nonsingular since c¨φpcq ‰ 0. Let K 1 {kptq be the splitting field of φ over kptq. Then [9, Theorem 6] implies that
In particular, if hpγq ‰ hpcq, then [13, Lemma H] and Lemma 2 imply that 2 n´2¨h pφq ď 110¨hpφq`4.
Hence, n ď 8 as claimed. Similarly, if hpγq " hpcq and n ą s φ (in particular n´1 ą ρ φ ), then Lemma 2 implies that
Hence, 2 n´2 ď 110¨2 ρ φ and n ď s φ . This contradicts our assumption on n. In particular, if φ n pγq is a square, then n is bounded as claimed.
We take the time now to note that the index bounds in Theorem 1 are not sharp; see Proposition 2 below for isotrivial examples. As for non-isotrivial examples, let k " Q and φ " x 2`t . One can show directly with Magma [1] that φ is stable using Proposition 1. Moreover, it can also be checked with Magma that φ n p0q contains square-free primitive prime divisors for all n ď 17. That is to say, for all 2 ď n ď 16, not all primes appearing in the factorization of d n (as in 4) divide lower iterates. In particular, G 8 pφq -AutpT 8 q by the proof of Theorem 1 part 1. This greatly improves the index bound given in the theorem.
As for a non-trivial index example, let φ " x 2`t and f "´t 2´1 . Then by Corollary 1 and the previous paragraph, we see that | AutpT 8 pφ f: G 8 pφ f q| ď 2. However, one checks directly that the Galois group of second iterate has index | AutpT 2 pφ f: G 2 pφ f q| " 2. Hence, the full index of G 8 pφ f q in AutpT 8 pφ fis 2, significantly less than the index bound given in Theorem 1 for the stable polynomial x 2`p´t2´1 q.
This leads to the problem of determining the smallest possible upper bound, depending on k, for the index of G 8 pφq inside AutpT 8 pφqq as we range over all stable polynomials satisfying hpγq ‰ hpcq. It is likely much smaller than that given in Theorem 1.
Similarly, one can drastically improve the bounds for the index of the arboreal representation in certain families of isotrivial polynomials using the proof of Theorem 1 part 3, instead of the statement. Specifically, consider the family φpxq :"`x´t d˘2`td`m , for d ě 1 and m P Qzt0,´1,´2u.
It is easy to see that Similarly, it is tempting to think that the same results hold over all function fields in characteristic zero. This is to be expected, especially since the main ingredients, Stoll's lemma and explicit height bounds, go through without any problems (the bounds just depend on the genus).
However, the difficulty arises when attempting to formulate the non-maximality of K n {K n´1 in terms of the rational points on curves. In the proof of Theorem 1, we wrote φ n pγq " d n¨y 2 n for some elements d n , y n P K. This is not possible in general. For instance, if K " kpCq and C has genus 1, then this relationship says that the square-free part or the divisor of φ n pγq is the divisor of a function, hence has degree zero and is comprised of dependent points on the elliptic curve. But we need this to hold for all n and all stable φ to get uniform bounds, which won't be the case.
However, for a particular C, it would be interesting to explicitly describe the set of all quadratic polynomials φ for which a uniform bound on | AutpT 8 pφqq : G 8 p8q| can be obtained.
